
Put your people first and drive 
better business results
Lead the Human Revolution.

Today’s workforce is rapidly 
changing, with more millennials, 
Gen Zers, and external workers 
than ever before.

To become a magnet for talent, build a competitive, 
diverse workforce and inspire the best performance.

92%
Of organizations cite 
nontraditional labor as 
a key to success2  

Deliver meaningful 
experiences

The need for talent is fierce, with 
an impending shortage that could 
have a major impact on how you 
do business.  

85 Million Deficit of workers 
by 20301

Tap into an intelligent 
and comprehensive 
HCM solution suite 

Extend the value of 
your HR solutions

Download nowDownload now

A 2018 Customers’ Choice for  
Cloud HCM Suites for Midmarket and Large Enterprises

The GARTNER PEER INSIGHTS CUSTOMERS’ CHOICE badge is a trademark and service mark of Gartner, Inc., and/or its affiliates, and is used 
herein with permission. All rights reserved. Gartner Peer Insights Customers’ Choice constitute the subjective opinions of individual end-user 
reviews, ratings, and data applied against a documented methodology; they neither represent the views of, nor constitute an endorsement by, 
Gartner or its affiliates.
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The Gold Guide  
Welcome to the Human Revolution

Download now
Learn how to put people at the center of your HR 
transformation in The Gold Guide: Welcome to the Human 
Revolution. The Guide includes executive perspectives on the 
human revolution, industry use cases, customer successes, 
and insights on how to use innovative cloud-based HCM 
solutions to provide the best people experience.   

https://www.gartner.com/reviews/market/cloud-human-capital-mgmt-suites/vendor/sap
https://www.successfactors.com/content/ssf-site/en/lp/the-gold-guide.html
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